
 

Designing Environment Policy 
 

The Importance of Innovation to the Success of Environment Policy 
 
 

To achieve your environmental policy goals, you will either have to bring about changes in 
the way people do something, or changes in technology. Innovation is one of the main 
processes by which those changes come about.  

Often, innovation is the only way to achieve your policy goals. For others, the spread of new 
ways of doing things would achieve the goals faster, or more cheaply. The success of your 
policy in effectively achieving environmental goals is therefore likely to depend on an 
understanding of the innovation required.  

For example, a significant reduction of CO2 emissions in cars for example presupposes the 
introduction of more energy efficient engines and the promotion of alternative fuels, so 
innovation is crucial. Construction of buildings with increased energy efficiency, another key 
environmental objective, equally requires the arrival and spread of innovation in building 
techniques. 

 

 

In the absence of environmental policy that is conducive to innovation, most 'eco-innovation' 
will never emerge. 'Eco-innovation' tends to be more costly and so uncompetitive vis-à-vis 
conventional technologies or practices – so often lacks a commercial rationale, particularly 
early in its life. So innovation often needs a boost from policy.  

But it is easy to get it wrong, to design policy which obstructs innovation or assumes that it 
will happen without removing the blocks that currently obstruct it. Your policy will probably 
need to remove the barriers to innovation, or link to existing policies already in place to do 
that. Experience shows that even instruments designed to work with the market have to be 
designed in the right way, or they may need to be later re-designed.  

Promoting innovation allows you to achieve, politically and practically, more ambitious policy 
goals. It allows organisations to see a way to meet the environmental goals more cheaply, 
and it creates winners - creating new markets, business opportunities and exports. Designing 
policy for innovation is good economically, it puts in place the synergies between economic 
growth and environmental policy that are pre-requisites to achieving long term sustainable 
development.   

 

 

This short list of questions should help you design your policy to assist innovation. They point 
to the issues needed for good design – and are explained very briefly on the following page. 
For the clear guidance on how to tackle those issues in the design of policy, read the 
corresponding section of the Design Help document: that has a section for each sub-
question and relevant chapter numbers are the same as the question numbers. This 
guidance adds to the Commission's Impact Assessment Guidelines. 
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Pertinent Questions on Innovation and Environmental Outcomes 

Take 3 minutes to answer these questions. Refer to the Notes attached. 
 
1. Assess the Importance of Innovation for your Policy 
• Would innovation contribute to meeting the objectives of your policy proposal? 

 Which processes or products could change in a way that supported your policy goal and how? 
 What are the main barriers to, and drivers for, producing these changes through innovation? 

2. Assess the Impact of your current Policy Ideas on Innovation  
• Does your current policy design promote innovation?  

 Will standards be sufficiently stringent, stable, clear, long-term and set well in advance? 
 Will it avoid future “lock-in” of certain technologies by setting performance-based standards, 

and progressively treating new technologies like existing ones?  
 Will it help new companies succeed by removing any blocks to fair competition? 

3. Stimulating Research and Development Activities  
• Does your policy tackle existing blocks to relevant research and development activities?  

 Will it allow easier or cheaper access to public financial resources or private risk capital? 
 Will it stimulate the establishment of coordinated knowledge sharing and research networks? 
 Will it encourage people to look at environmental impacts and potential changes? 

4. Stimulating the Emergence of a Commercial Offer 
• Does your policy facilitate the emergence of a commercially viable product or practice? 

 Will it reassure suppliers that there is a sufficient future demand for the innovation? 
 Will it help bridge the gap between research and industry through setting up 

collaborative/technology transfer schemes and the creation of relevant start-up companies? 
 Will it fill in holes in the necessary technological infrastructure and distribution channels?  
 Will it remove unnecessarily complex regulatory requirements that discourage innovative 

activity, particularly on behalf of SMEs? 

5. Stimulating the Diffusion of Innovation 
• Does your policy encourage the spread of the innovation?  

 Will it off-set any initial lack of competitiveness compared with existing products or processes? 
 Will it develop niche markets into which innovations can first be sold? 
 Will it increase belief in innovations through demonstration projects, standardisation or 

spreading information? 
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Notes on the Innovation Questions  
For solutions to the issues in the questions, read parts of the corresponding short section in 
the Design Help document, hyperlinked in this text. 
 
1. Assess the Importance of Innovation for your Policy 
Precisely capture the impact innovation may have on the policy outcome to determine what 
kind of innovation would provide the ideal fit. You can seek innovation in Processes, 
Organisational structure, Products or End-of-Pipe solutions. Innovation can either be 
incremental (building on what currently exists) or radical. The preliminary analysis of the 
innovation context, with its different barriers and drivers, should invariably influence the 
choice and design of the policies to be adopted. 

2. Assess the Impact of your current Policy Ideas on Innovation  
The design of your policy greatly affects its impacts on innovation. For companies to engage 
in innovation, i.e. to conduct research and develop commercial products or techniques, they 
need to expect a future business advantage from it. The policy framework plays an important 
role in facilitating and putting appropriate incentives in place, and thus directly shapes the 
direction of innovation. It needs to allow all potential solutions the chance to develop and 
spread and avoid obstructing any future innovation. 

3. Stimulating Research and Development Activities 
For successful innovation to occur a number of key conditions need to be in place. One of 
them is the removal of existing scientific and technological barriers. Research and 
development (R&D) are important here. But stimulating relevant R&D is not only a matter of 
subsidies. Public policy may need to provide important organisational, motivational and 
information-related support as well.  

4. Stimulating the Emergence of a Commercial Offer 
The main barriers to innovation are often not scientific-technologic. Once an innovative 
solution to a problem has been identified, it still needs to be developed by industry in order to 
spread through the market. Both the incentives for doing this and the ease with which 
industry can succeed in turning R&D output into a commercial and competitive product or 
practice are of crucial importance to the success of innovation. 

5. Stimulating the Diffusion of Innovation 
Innovations tend to be initially more costly and thus uncompetitive vis-à-vis conventional 
technologies. Environmental innovations often remain so for longer. By internalising 
environmental externalities, through economic instruments, public policy may defend 
innovations against this economic disadvantage and help them emerge onto the market.  

The market’s tendency to resist innovations should not be underestimated even after market 
demand has grown enough for the innovation to become comparably priced. Additional effort 
may be necessary to spread innovation gain, be widely diffused and become established in 
the mainstream.  


